
A catastrophe happens; what
can you do to help animals? 

We are living on a time which the Nature

is finally showing the results of the
Mankind's ignorance produced. Floods,
slidings, earthquakes and all kind of

disasters are expected, worse than ever.

Before the tornado come, if you realy
want to be useful to the animal rescue,

ask your local Firemen, Civil Defense, Red
Cross and others, about volunteering,

studying at courses held by these
organizations.

First  of  all,  you must  have  connections  with  your  neighbours  and know
about them. Also, let them know about you habits. If you know that Mrs.
Smith is a widow and she lives alone, only with Sam, her dog, this simple

information  can  be  helpful,  in  case  of  landslip.  You  see  Sam over  the
wreckages, barking desperately. To everyone, is only a dog barking, but to
Mrs.  Smith,  can  be  the  chance  to  be  rescued  and  you simply  must  to
support  the  emergency  forces,  telling  them  this  information.

Do not try to be a superhero, but ask who is in charge of the rescue and tell
him you are available to help. Other important support, beyond information,
is  to  offer  your  home  as  a  part-time  shelter,  your  car  and  your

transportation box can help to carry lost animals to a safe place, while the
worst hours pass by. Just provide a warm place, some food and water and
caress to a paws victim, nothing impossible to an animal defender or just a
pet owner. Try to keep most normal situation as possible, give calm to a

frightened  new friend  and  try  to  write  where  and  when  you  found the
animal. Take some photos and share with your friends, as soon as possible.

Keep in touch with most number possible of persons, trying to find the real

owner, but accept that him can be dead or the reencounter can be delayed
for some weeks or months. Be prepared to everything, including to adopt
definitively the animal. If lots of persons appear to help in the most early
time of the catastrophe, so better. Is most important to support the victims

for the time them need, no matter how long.

Each case is special, not ever the same counseling to help on a earthquake
could be the same to a flood or a terrorist attack. Use your good sense,
and, if you can, organize a group of volunteers, to be alert all the time,

preventing tragedies. Count ever with the help of a good prayer, to unite
more the group, and be happy for every life you can save, do not worry if
some lives be lost, do your better and incentive persons to do the same
worldwide.
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